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Benefit 
Tonight 
Larry K. Barthelemy/Senior Staff Photographer 
George Huntley, Connells guitarist, playing at Characters. 
Exclusive Time-Out interviews with 
The Connells. . . 
by Josh Kesterson 
interim assistant editor 
Before The Connells show at Charac- 
ters in Greenville on Tuesday Jan. 18,1 had 
a chance to speak with George Huntley 
and Mike Connell, who are both guitarists 
and songwriters for The Connells. 
I talked primarily to Mike (who just 
happens one of the nicest guys I have ever 
met) about many things during the course 
of the conversation. We talked about music, 
college, basketball and... well, just read 
along. We began the conversation dis- 
cussing the progression of The Connells 
music since their debut album Darker 
Days. Here's how it went: 
How has the music progressed since 
Darker Days? 
Or has it? 
It seems that the older lyrics and music 
were a bit darker. 
I know. I've tried to get it a little darker, 
but I just can't keep it that way. Maybe I'm 
getting optimistic in my old age. 
Oh no. I've read that a lot of your lyrics 
come after you've written the music. (I 
asked him specifically about the song 
"Inside My Head") 
Yeah, the lyrics usually come after the 
music 
He then said that I was talking to 
the wrong person about "Inside My Head" 
and that I should talk to George. So I did. 
Here's his response on what "Inside My 
Head" is about: 
That's one of those songs that was 
definitely about something. It was about 
something too close to home. Maybe when 
I'm'an old man I think it's one of those 
songs that if somebody likes it and it 
means something to them, then that is 
really cool. It was one of those late night 
ones that just kind of spilled out, sort of a 
gift. It just fell into my lap. I really hate to 
say. 
Is it about abortion? 
Everyone has a right to interpret and 
that's the beauty of it. What are the rules 
to interpreting songs? If I said it wasn't 
See Connells, page 4 
by Sean Cook 
interim editor 
Clemson's Spinning Mule Records 
is sponsoring a benefit concert to- 
night at the Gathering, to support the 
release of Deep South Compilation 
II, a compact disc which will feature 
local bands. 
The show, which begins at 9 p.m., 
will feature Sunbrain, the Push, 
Toecutter and the Drover's Old Time 
Medicine Show. 
Deep South Compilation II will 
feature up to nine local bands, who 
will be allocated 2 songs apiece, ac- 
cording to Rob Keller, owner of Spin- 
ning Mule. 
Proceeds from the show will go 
toward releasing the cd, which will be 
released locally and nationally and 
throughout Europe by Spinning 
Mule's usual distribution network. It 
will also be marketed to radio sta- 
tions throughout the Southeast, 
Canada, the West and the North, as 
well. Audition tapes are still being 
accepted. Interested bands should 
contact Rob Keller or Ken Roby at 
Listener's Choice, which is located in 
Victoria Square. 
At the concert, Spinning Mule will 
"pre-sell" the album at a discount, 
says Keller. Persons who pre-buy the 
cd tonight will receive last year's 
Deep South Compilation, as well. 
Persons 18 and up will be admitted. 
Gathering members will pay a $3 
cover and non-members will pay $5. 
. . . And the Dead Milkmen 
try Josh Kesterson 
interim assistant editor 
It would surprise no one that the Dead 
Milkmen owe their existence to fiction. 
The band's history sprung from the pages 
of a newsletter. "Originally the band ex- 
isted as a story. We took the names of the 
people in the story and that's how it 
happened", says Rodney Anonymous (a.k.a. 
Arr. Trad.) "1 started a newsletter with my 
friends, eventually Rodney joined and it 
evolved from doing weird things, being 
bored around the house",says Butterfly 
Fairweather. 
Though the names have been changed 
several times to protect the innocent (as 
the story goes), the band could ne.ver get 
along. In real life however, The Milkmen 
do get along. They wanted to preserve the 
history of the band, so they keep changing 
their names or their characters names. For 
the current album, Not Richard, but Dick, 
EriK Martin/Interim Head Photographer 
See Milkmen, page 9 
Three of the Dead Milkmen. (l,r): Dean Clean, Arr. Trad, and Butterfly 
Fairweather backstage at the Masquerade. 
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Edwin McCain 
Solitude 
•••• 
by Sean Cook 
interim editor 
Edwin McCain brought his 
original acoustic style to the Gath- 
ering, earlier this month. His lat- 
est release, Solitude, showcases a 
powerful vocal style and an 
equally powerful songwriting abil- 
ity. 
Strong social criticisms abound 
on the album. The first track, 
"Welcome to the 90s," starts the 
albums solidly. "Welcome to the 
90s," McCain sings, "Yes, it's as 
bad as it seems / We've sold out 
all our freedom/and we're drown- 
ing in our dreams / Oh we're 
poisoning the ocean / And we're 
killing all the trees/ Oh the blind 
are getting blinder / Am I the 
only one who sees?" 
All tracks on the album are 
solid rockers, with tight playing 
and forceful vocals. Especially 
interesting tracks include "Con- 
venience of my solitude," the story 
of a boy sent away to rehab by his 
mother (though he was well) and 
"America street," which laments 
the misdirection of American pri- 
orities. Overall, Solitude i^ pow- 
erful, peaceful and musically en- 
riching. 
■ 
The Dirt 
Dobbers 
No Nest For The Weary 
••••& 
by Brian Witbeck 
staff critic 
The Dirt Dobbers appear to be 
your typical, struggling band from 
your local, back street pub. In 
fact, this Georgia based band is 
highly talented and refuse to mold 
to one class of music on their 
album, No Rest For The Weary. 
Instead, they offer plenty of bal- 
anced contrasts including the 
gruff vocals of lead singer, David 
Bell and the soothing, background 
vocals of Carla Bennett, as well as 
the overwhelming diversity in in- 
struments ranging from acoustic 
and electric guitars to an upright 
bass and mandolin (the band 
seems to have called in several 
favors to include seven other 
musicians). Despite the contrasts 
the result is a pleasant mesh of 
variation. The CD rolls along with 
a strong opener in "Bad enough," 
thought provoking lyrics in 
"Smoke and Mirrors," a hint of 
blues with Bell's harmonica on 
"Military Time," and ending with 
"Raise the River," a heart felt plea 
for love lost. Even though nearly 
all 10 tracks could earn air time 
on most pop, rock and even coun- 
try radio stations, don't be afraid 
of diversity when you look for 
this album on Big House Records. 
Godstar 
Sleeper 
••• 
fry Josh Kesterson 
interim assistant editor 
Oh. what Godstar could've 
been. This Australian alterna- 
pop band is a dream. They re- 
corded Sleeper at Apache stu- 
dios, have several famous alumni, 
a legendary label and an acclaimed 
producer. What else do you need? 
Realizing this, Godstar 
frontman Nic Dalton, now the 
bassist for the Lemonheads, as- 
sembled quite a cast for the al- 
bum: Lemonheads lead singer 
Evan Dando, who strangely 
enough plays drums on three of 
the tracks, Tom Morgan and 
Robyn St. Clare, both of whom 
have very close ties to the 
Lemonheads. Tom Morgan co- 
wrote the Lemonheads break- 
through single, "It's a Shame 
About Ray,"with Evan Dando, 
along with 10 of the 15 songs on 
the Lemonheads new album, 
Come On Feel the Lemonheads. 
One of the five songs Morgan did 
not write on Come On Feel was 
the album's first single "Into Your 
Arms," written by Robyn St. Clare. 
Godstar's guest musicians, 
along with their producer Lou 
Giordano (Juliana Hatfield, The 
Connells) and being signed to the 
famed Boston-based Taang! 
Records, former home of The 
Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Bob 
Marley and the Lemonheads, are 
plenty of reasons to just go out 
and buy the album. Somehow, in 
the midst of all of these creden- 
tials, this band falls short of ex- 
pectations. 
With the exception of "Ersatz" 
and "Little Bit About," which was 
written by Robyn St. Clare, "For- 
gotten Nighf'and "Wigram,".the 
songs seem distant and unrelated 
in context, yet fluid in their sound. 
The 14 tracks on the CD are an 
enjoyable collection of radio- 
friendly pop songs that deserve 
recognition, if for nothing else 
but their credentials. 
I enjoyed the guitar-driven pop 
sounds of Godstar and though 
Evan does not sing on the album 
I would recommend Godstar to 
any religious Lemonhead. 
De La Sdul 
Buhloone Mind State 
••• 
by Tyrone Washington 
staff critic 
"Buhloone Mind State" is the 
latest release from the hip hop 
group De La Soul. 
The name of the group means 
"of the soul" which is an excellent 
way to describe their style of 
music. Since the release of their 
first album, 3 Feet High and Ris- 
ing, De La Soul has been synony- 
mous with mellow beats and sub- 
conscious rhymes. Loyal fans will 
not be disappointed by their lat- 
est album. 
Their first release, 
"Breakadawn," was definitely a 
smash and went to #1 on rap's 
top 10 instantously. "Ego-trippin" 
is currently out for De La Soul 
and is moving up the charts 
steadily. Their entire album is 
loaded with hype beats and 
smooth lyrics. Songs to look out 
for on this album are "En Focus," 
"Patti Dooke," "3 Days Later" 
and "Stone Age." These grooves 
epithomize De La Soul's trade- 
mark hip-hop flavor. 
The group admits their music 
and talk is too much for the 
average 40 ounce drinker. Their 
music makes you sit back and 
think, which is very important for 
the state of rap music. They also 
pledge never to go pop, yet if they 
do, then they won't self-destruct 
Swing Batta Swing 
••••& 
by Maurice Watson 
staff critic 
A New 70s artist for the 21st 
century. 
"Swing Batta Swing," K7's new 
album, is composed of a variety 
of styles from reggae to hip-hop 
to even jazz. "Move It Like This," 
"Lets Bang,"and "Zunga Zeng" 
are tracks to check out. In "Hi De 
Ho" K7 combines his own rhymes 
with a chorus that mixes "Minnie 
the Moocher" and "Zaz Zu Zaz" a 
pair of songs from the catalog of 
the legendary Cab Calloway. 
K7 uses a style he calls 
"Popeye-talking" in the song 
"Let's Bang." It refers to a man's 
friends urging him to talk to a girl 
while he is trying to be suave. In 
"Come Baby Come,"- a playful 
sexy first single, K7 employs a 
call-and-response vocals which 
shows this new artist's flair for 
expressing life and love. This tech- 
nique K7 borrows from the great 
Cab Calloway. 
He attributes his style to being 
raised in a household that lis- 
tened to soul singers like Torn 
Jones, Carole King and Melba 
Moore. He remembers being fas- 
cinated with the early hip-hop 
scene with artists as Afrika 
Bambaataa, Cold Crush and Doug 
E. Fresh. This cross exposure was 
definitely an attribute to K7. 
Various Artists 
Born To Choose 
••••■& 
fry Michael Duran 
staff critic 
This is a warning to the puri- 
tanically inclined: If you purchase 
this album, a good part of your 
hard earned money will be con- 
tributed to NARAL (National 
Abortion Rights Action League) 
and WHAM! (Women's Health 
Action and Mobilization). I can- 
not prevent you from pirating 
the music from a friend (thereby 
jilting the noble organizations 
out of needed money) but the 
repercussions of your actions will 
be on your dictatorial heads. The 
Great Creator shall see to that. 
With that done, I will now com- 
ment on the music. Naturally the 
theme throughout most of the 
songs is in favor of pro-choice 
and, in terms of quality, all of the 
songs are great. "Photograph" 
by R.E.M. with Natalie Merchant 
is by far the most melodically 
contagious song on the compila- 
tion. Matthew Sweet's cover of 
The Beatles' "She Said She Said" 
is also pretty hard to shake out of 
my strange head. Tom Waits 
contributes his artistically supe- 
rior and unique style which de- 
fies broad categorization with the 
intriguingly titled "Filipino Box 
Spring Hog." The soothing coun- 
try/folk songs of Lucinda Will- 
iams and Cowboy Junkies are a 
pleasant contrast to the aggres- 
sive but equally magnificent of- 
ferings by Sugar, Soundgarden 
and Helmet. As you can tell the 
music is stylistically diverse. In 
addition to the aforementioned 
artists and their representative 
styles is the alternative pop of 
Mekons, John Trudell's spoken 
word song reminiscent of Lou 
Reed's "Dirty Boulevard," the sort- 
of-dream-pop of Pavement, and 
the rockabilly of NRBQ. The 
liner notes contain statistics fa- 
voring reproductive rights, infor- 
mation on how to contact your 
closest NARAL and WHAM! 
branches, and somewhat shock- 
ing but effective pro-choice art- 
work. Yes kids, this project is 
definitely chock-full of pro-choice 
propaganda, but in my opinion 
the cause is worthy and the music 
is worth paying for. 
:«;::. 
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The Screaming 
Jets 
Tear of Thought 
•••• 
Larry   Barthelemy IV 
senior staff photographer 
The Screaming Jets are a lot 
better than their name. And their 
picture is pretty bad also. But 
other than that, they sound pretty 
good. The rock/grungy (kind of) 
sound is very appealing. With 
great vocals and great guitar 
riffs, the band makes for a very 
different sound. Although it is 
similar to most "alternative" 
bands, they still have their own 
style. Actually some of the songs 
have a punk feel to them. Just a 
little feel of the crazy in your face 
lyrics. But then even some of the 
songs remind me of Huey Lewis 
and the News. Wide variety of 
music, huh? So if you like a range 
of music from hell and back pick 
up The Screaming Jets-7fear of 
Thought. 
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And now for the amazing Dancing Pants 
<'b;y Josh Kesterson 
IIinterim assistant editor 
For the vast majority of the students 
I here at Clemson who don't know megapel• 
veven to the ones that do) I'd like to say 
I "Hello." My name is Josh Kesterson. Over 
(I there is my picture and the title of my 
I column is "Dancing Pants." I am the new 
I assistant editor, (officially I'm still interim) 
■idfor Time-Out, Clemson's Guide to Enter- 
1 tainment and the Arts. I had to put a plug 
d in here somewhere. It's good for the im- 
I age. To tell you the truth, the title of my 
o: column is not original. It is the title of a 
.  S.hel Silverstein poem. I know it's com- 
)]i pletely irrelevant and unconnected, but 
I this way I don't restrict myself to what I 
fi: can write about I also think Shel Silverstein 
i is really cool, though he's kind, of scary 
I looking. 
I would like for my column to be a little 
I different. I understand that this is sup- 
I posed to be an entertainment column, so 
Dancing Pants 
Josh Kesterson 
Interim Assistant 
Editor 
metal, pop, country, 
punk, etc. I'm not too 
fond of techno though. 
I just can't get into it. 
And of late, I have be- 
come a fan of David 
Lynch films. I'm not- 
only going to write 
about music all of the 
time. I might write a 
during my occupancy of this space I will 
try to write about entertainment while 
entertaining you with snippets of trivial 
information.-1 don't want to.be serious all 
of the time, yet I don't want this to be a big 
joke. I'll try not to complain too much, 
unless I'm in a bad mood or just feel like 
complaining. I'll try to write interesting 
columns. My main interest, other than 
school, is music. I prefer alternative pop 
(whatever that is) but I hate to pigeonhole 
my musical preference. I listen to all types: 
jazz, reggae, industrial, classical, rap, ska, 
column of incessant rambling, just as this 
one is. ... , 
And now, with the deepest admiration 
for (and apologies to) the the great Shel 
Silverstein, I present (without further ado) 
the poetic namesake of my column. 
Dancing Pants 
by Shel Silverstein 
"And now for the Dancing Pants 
Doing their fabulous dance. 
From seat to the pleat 
They will bounce to the beat, 
With no legs inside them 
And no feet beneath. 
They'll whirl, and twirl, and jiggle and 
prance, 
So just start the music 
And give them a chance- 
Let's have a big hand for the wonderful, 
marvelous 
Super sensational, utterly fabulous, 
talented Dancing Pants!" 
Mystery hits the Playhouse: Night Must Fall 
fry ]oe Branton 
staff writer 
Clemson Little Theater and The 
Pendleton Playhouse began the 1994 
season last Friday with the opening of 
Night Must Fall. Directed by Clemson 
University English professor Mark 
Charney, this mystery thriller got off to 
a tremendous start thanks to the help of 
Clemson faces, both new and old. 
Set in Essex, England, the action 
takes place in Mrs. Bramson's country- 
side bungalow. After hearing of a mur- 
der in the nearby town, Mrs. Bramson 
takes in Dan, a friendly and charismatic 
stranger, much to her niece's (Olivia) 
dismay. 
As Olivia's suspicions grow, so does 
niotiT MUST mi 
her attraction for Dan. 
murderer is found out, 
striking once again. 
Eventually the 
but not before 
Written by Emyln Willians, Night Must 
Fall does a remarkable job of delving into 
the mind of a murderer. As the mystery 
unfolds, the audience witnesses the inces- 
sant ravings of a desperate person who has 
lost touch with reality. 
The most impressive role of the play 
was that of Mrs. Bramson. Played by 
Clemson newcomer Joanne Alexander, Mrs. 
Bramson keeps the audience laughing as 
she lashes out left and right at her house- 
keepers and whoever is else around. 
However, Alexander is not the only 
talent in this production; many may re- 
member Laura Glynn and James Palmer 
from the Fall 1993 production Wall of 
Water. These two, playing the parts of 
Olivia and Dan, did an exemplary job 
despite the fact that both parts were poorly 
written. Glynn's serious demeanor and 
Palmer's shifts in personality give Night 
Must Fall the character that makes it 
succeed. 
The technical crew did a comparable 
job with the Night Must Fall set. Set 
designer Randy Smith's work resembled 
that of an authentic early 20th century 
English home and Kevin Dawkins's light- 
ing worked well to complement the day/ 
night theme that ran throughout the 
play. 
The play itself is under two hours and 
moves rather quickly. Night Must Fall 
continues this weekend with 8 p.m. 
shows on Jan. 28 and 29 and a 2:30 p.m. 
matinee on Sunday, Jan. 30. 
For reservations call the Pendleton 
Playhouse at 646-8100. 
"The only place to be on Super Bowl Sunday 
SUPER BOWL PARTY 
Free Food 
No Cover 
Door Prizes 
Gift Certificates every quarter 
100" screen T.V. 
Bee
^1.25 
SUPER BOWL PARTY 
Open at 2 pm • Shuttle Service 3 pm-2 am 
885-7000 
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Connells srive interview at Characters 
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about'that (abortion) then it might ruin the 
perception of the song. If I said it was 
about it, then I might ruin the appreciation 
for the song. Who knows? People just 
react differently. Sometimes I think "mum 
is the word" is a good thing to have. I hate 
to be vague. 
Now back to Mike who was talking 
about the lyrics of his songs being written 
after the music is. 
Why is that the are lyrics written later? 
Just because when I'm sitting around 
with a guitar I'm not thinking about words. 
I'm thinking about a tune, something that 
sticks with me. That's always been what 
I've been concerned with, the tune itself. 
The words are just a way of getting the 
vocal melody out. 
Does that mean that you don't put 
emphasis on lyrics? 
No, I'm not saying that. I think with the 
first record I could have cared less. That 
was pretty evident. Then I started realizing 
that a good part of a song is the lyrics and 
that I should at least try. Some of the 
songs I'm pretty embarrassed about the 
lyrics I've come up with, but on the whole, 
I think the lyrics I've come up with are OK. 
Not terribly embarrassing. But between 
lyrics and melody, lyrics take a back seat 
for me. 
John Lennon wrote his music first, 
then fit his words to the music. 
Continued from 1 
Yeah, but he did a good job of it. That's 
an example of someone who knows what 
he's doing. 
Was he one of your influences? 
Yeah, the Beatles were one of my favor- 
ite bands. I guess they are still my favorite 
band. 
What kind of music do you listen to 
now? 
'■. The bands Jhat I listen to, a lot of them 
would be considered alternative. 
Like Who? ' 
Teenage Fanclub is a big favorite of 
mine. A lot of the stuff that I listen to now 
is the same music that I grew up listening 
to. 
Considering today's music, would you 
place yourself in the alternative music, 
whatever that might be, category? 
I don't think that we are specially alter- 
native. We're alternative to the extent that 
we don't get played on mainstream radio. 
Maybe so. Maybe we're just not abrasive 
enough or hard enough or whatever to be 
considered alternative. 
The conversation grew and dis- 
torted as we began talking about college 
and where he went to school. I learned 
that he attended Mercer in Macon, Geor- 
gia, before transferring to the University 
of North Carolina, where he graduated 
and earned a law degree.'He took the 
North Carolina Bar Exam,' but he said 
mt 
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in a closet somewhere. After talking about 
where I was from and where I grew up, we 
came back to the success of the band and 
their experience with making videos. 
Not having overnight success, would 
you have rather put out one album and 
had it go Top 40? 
Oh hell yeah. 
For the money? 
No. If by some miracle that had hap- 
pened, we probably wouldn't have been 
able to deal with it. We would have dis- 
banded after another half a year. It's such 
a far fetched notion. 
What about your current success with 
the new album "Ring?" 
Our videos usually get played Sunday 
night at one in the morning, but still, sales 
are better for this record. 
What's your favorite song on "Ring"? 
It would have to be " 74-75," or "New 
Boy". 
Vve seen the new video for " 4'74-75" 
.What about that? 
I did enjoy making that video. The guy 
who did that video, Mark Pellington, also 
did the "Jeremy" video for Pearl Jam and 
was MTV's video director of the year. 
We've known Mark for years, before he 
even started working at MTV, which was 
where he was when he started making 
videos. He's been keeping up with us over 
the years and vice/versa. So after the 
record (Ring) was made he got an advance 
mmmma^sm^i cassette and said "I really 
love this song " 74-75" 
and was asking if he could 
make a video. You don't 
think twice. But some of 
the videos have been a 
real drag. We've had some 
pretty unpleasant experi- 
ences making videos. Pro- 
ducers who were really sort 
of clueless, I mean they 
wanted to dress up and 
make us act animated for 
the video and we don't go for that kind of 
stuff too much. But the videos for 74-75" 
and "Slackjawed" were fun to make be- 
cause in both instances we've known the 
guys who've made the videos for years. 
They are friends, more or less, of the band 
and they didn't ask us to do something we 
weren't comfortable doing. 
Have you ever watched yourself in on 
of your videos? 
No, I usually don't stay up later than 
have to, but I have watched " 74-75." It': 
good because we're only in it for littli 
more than a glance. 
The discussion digressed furthe, 
as I informed that I was born in 1975. //< 
said that was the year that he got hi. 
driver's license. He said that he got intt 
the business late, during his last year o, 
law school at UNC. Anyway, back to th 
beef: Here we are talking about clu 
shows. 
What do you think about this place 
Characters? 
It's like a warehouse. 
We could tell during soundcheck tha, 
the acoustics weren 't good. 
Sometimes when people get into th 
place it helps some, but it's not going to 
sound good in here. 
Do you like playing in bigger clubs like 
this one, or would you rather play in 
smaller places like the Armory in Clem- 
son? 
Thatwas kind of fun playing with Drivin' 
N' Cryin' [at the armory]. We played there 
again with the Blake Babies and Juliana 
Hatfield. That was a fucked-up night. This 
was when she (Juliana), John and Freda 
had all shaved their heads for a video and 
a lot of the guys didn't understand what 
was going on. They got treated badly. This 
was about three years ago, before Juliana 
Hatfield was hot stuff. Talk about over- 
night success. Yeah, I like smaller shows. 
It seems much more personal. 
see Conclusion , page 5 
;;tf 
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You will be remembered for what you do. 
so make it count! 
PHI KAPPA TAU 
THE FORCE OF MANY 
THE POWER OF ONE 
Phi Kappa Tau will begin recruiting on campus Monday, January 31st. If you 
would like more information, please call Rob Reese, Director of Expansion, at 
858-3103, or stop by the Office of Student Development. 
January 27 
David Ezell 
-original and cover acoustic music- 
Januarv 28 & 29 
Chilly Water 
-rock-n-roll blues- 
Februarv 4 
Electric City Blues Band 
-name says it all- 
Februarv 5 
The Drovers 
-old timey medicine show- 
1 
Never a 
Cover 
Charge! 
25<t pool every day! 
Rolling Rock & Lowenbrau dark on Tap! 
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The Pet Shop Boys latest is soVery 
Pet Shop Boys 
Very 
•••••& 
by Richard Challen 
staff writer 
'Disco has never been a dirty 
word for Neil Tennant and Chris 
Lowe, the duo who, as the Pet 
Shop Boys, were responsible for 
injecting massive doses of wit 
and irony into the otherwise shal- 
low genre of 80's dance music. 
Since 1984, when the origi- 
nal version of "West End Girls" 
became a modest club hit in Eu- 
rope, The' Boys have been churn- 
ing out a steady stream of excep- 
tional singles'(as chronicled in 
the brilliant 19,91»*compilation 
Discography), followed by not- 
quite-as-exceptiorial albums. •: 
For some 'reason, the pair's 
penchant for detachment and cool 
cleverness has always come across 
better in three-minute chunks 
than over the course of an entire 
disc. However; on their new re- 
lease, Very, the Pet Shop Boys 
Conclusion 
Continued from 4 
Especially when you see a 
band like you guys. Every- 
body looks like they could live 
right down the street. 
Nobody looks weird. But 
there are some weird guys in 
the band. Overall we are a 
bunch of average guys who 
got together to work up songs. 
That's really, for us, the pri- 
mary thing, just to write de- 
cent songs. Sometimes we've 
done better than others. 
Afterwards He began 
taunting me about UNC's 
thrashing of the basketball 
team and asked me If I was 
bummed out over Cliff Ellis' 
leaving. We continued talk- 
ing basketball as the conver- 
sation wrapped up. 
The Connells collectively, 
Doug Macmillan (vocals), David 
Connell (bass), George Huntley 
(guitar/vocals),        Peele 
Wimberly (percussion), Mike 
Connell (guitar/vocals), and 
Steve Potak (keyboards) are 
truly nice guys. I had a chance 
to speak with everyone, with 
the exception of the Doug, and 
from what I heard from them 
and what I saw at the show, 
which by the way was excellent 
from the opening song "Hey 
You" all the way through to 
the final song of the second 
encore, "Stone Cold Yester- 
day", I see no reason for these 
guys not to be big time. 
I believe that The Connells, 
with their melodical music and 
thought-provoking lyrics, have 
found a niche in (alterna)-pop- 
rock music. 
Let's hope these masters of 
feel-good music aren't finished 
delivering their own mixture 
of melody and musical sub- 
stance. 
Read the Tiger Tomorrow!!! 
* ROSA 
•palm 
•tarot cards 
•psychic readings 
Call for one FREE question 
704-868-9051 
Done in person by phone or mail • Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded 
tap into a previously hidden well 
of emotion, resulting in the best 
album of their career. 
From the opening track, Very 
' signifies a new direction for the 
duo. The irony is filtered through 
an intensely personal focus and 
the wit is tempered with genuine 
sentiment. 
Yet the Boys aren't about to 
lapse into mushy balladry, as evi- 
dent by the driving keyboards of 
"Can You Forgive Her?" and "The 
Theatre," or the percolating 
rhythms of "A Different Point Of 
View" and "Young Offender." 
Over it all, Tennant can still croon 
with the best of them, whether 
singing of the giddiness of love 
("I Wouldn't Normally Do This 
Kind Of Thing") or the anguish of 
betrayal ("One And One Make 
Five"). 
However, what makes this al- 
bum different from previous ef- 
forts is not the subjects them- 
selves, but the uncharacteristi- 
cally direct manner in which they 
are presented. While not an ac- 
tual "coming out," Very is still 
the first work by the Pet Shop 
Boys to really address gay 
lifestyles in the 90's. As such, 
many tracks contain deeper mean- 
ings, from the wryly-titled "A Dif- 
ferent Point Of View" to the rela- 
tionship twist of "Liberation." 
Seen in this context, several 
songs gain a darker, .uncomfort- 
able edge directly at odds with 
the bouncy pop hooks that cush- 
ion them. 
In "To Speak Is A Sin," Tennant 
examines the gay bar scene with 
an air of resignation that could 
either be contempt or fascina- 
tion-and you can't tell which. 
"Can You Forgive Her?" sounds 
like' a humorous, tale about a 
lover whose girlfriend considers 
him a wimp, until one'realizes 
that the lover in.questiqn is really 
a homosexual male afraid to face 
his true sexuality. 
And in the metaphorical 
"Dreaming Of The Queen," one is 
hard pressed to hear lines like 
"There are no more lovers left 
alive/ No one has survived" with- 
out relating them to the burgeon- 
ing AIDS crisis. 
Ultimately, the specter of AIDS 
hangs over almost every track, 
but none more than the last one, 
an amazing cover of "Go West," 
the gay-bonding anthem first re- 
corded by the Village People. Over 
a chorus of male voices and jump- 
ing brass, Tennant's mournful 
delivery takes the song's feel-good 
lyrics ("Together/ We will go our 
way/ Together/ We will leave 
someday") and pierces them with 
sadness, creating a mood of over- 
whelming loss for people and 
places long since gone. 
Very succeeds because, 
through such loss, the Pet Shop 
Boys have finally found the one 
thing that has eluded them so 
long: their soul. 
M     SPINNING MULE 
BENEFIT 
FOR THE DEEP SOUTH LOCAL MUSIC 
COMPILATION      a>S5»4 
4 BANDS « 
THE r|® |M 
OLD TIME MEDICINE SHOW 
THURS.JAN.27 
18&UP* 9:00* 188aJP 
$ 3 MEMBERS / $5 NON-MEMBERS 
e THE GATHERING 
FORMERLY THE UNDERGROUND 
U ACTFXXVI 
THE KENNEDY CENTER 
AMERICAN COLLEGE 
THEATER FESTIVAL XXVI 
1994 REGION IV FESTIVAL 
FEBRUARY   2-5 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3 
12:30 P.M. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3 
8:30 P.M. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4 
12:3OP.M. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4 
8:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5 
t2:30 P.M. 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5 
8:30 P.M. 
UTEUNES 
NORTHERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
SHE STOOPS TO CONQUER 
CENTRE COLLEGE, KENTUCKY 
THE PRAYING MANTIS 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-GREENSBORO 
WHOSE Lire Is IT ANYWAY! 
UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI 
SMOKE ON THE MOUNTAIN 
HINDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE, MISSISSIPPI 
FLY WRIGHT 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-WILMINGTON 
'ABSOLUTELY PERFECT. 
You WON'T SEE A 
BETTER MOVIE THIS YEAR." 
- PAT CUUINS. WWOP,  IV. NIW YORK 
Mon-Fri 9:00 only 
AcaJrmy   Award'   WinnrrJ 
ANTHONY HOPKINS       FA! MA THOMPSON        Sat-SUII     4l 15 & 9:00 
OF THE DAY 
[PGl«g»l m 
COLUMBIArtl 
T PICTURES IXJ 
ALL PERFORMANCES 
ARE MELD IN THE BROOKS 
THEATRE OF THE BROOKS 
CENTER FOR THE PER- 
FORMING ARTS, GENERAL 
ADMISSION TICKETS ARE 
AVAILABLE FOR $5 PER 
PLAY AT UNION TICKETING 
SERVICES AND AT THE 
BROOKS CENTER BOX 
OFFICE- CALL 655-2461 
FOR TICKET OR PLAY CON- 
TENT INFORMATION. 
wumm^/Fw 
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WHY ISN'T 
YOUR AD HERE? 
Enhance the exposure you give to your 
business by putting your ad on these 
pages. All ads surrounding the Time Out 
Calendar can be reserved for your business. 
For rates and more information, call your 
Tiger ad rep today at 656-2167. 
TIME OUT CALENDAR 
AD DIMENSIONS 
< 3 COLUMNS WIDE > 
A   DISPATCH   FROM 
No Velma. A SPY Investigation 
Vitamins: FLINTSTONES 
Manufacturer: Miles Inc. 
Characters: Fred, Wilma, Barney, Dino, 
Pebbles, Bamm Bamm, the Flintmobile 
Missing: Betty 
Why? Spokesperson Greg Decker: "You can 
tell the difference between Fred and Bar- 
ney, and between Pebbles and Bamm 
Bamm, but you can't with Wilma and 
Betty.That's why they put the car in there. 
Children like different shapes." 
Who made the decision? Unknown. But Deck- 
er notes that since the shapes have changed 
since the 1969 launch, "Betty may well have 
been part of the family at one point." 
Number of letters received annually about 
missing character(s): As many as ten. 
Vitamins: BUGS BUNNY 
Manufacturer: Miles Inc. 
Characters: Bugs, Yosemite Sam, Daffy 
Duck, Elmer Fudd, Porky, Petunia 
Missing: Tasmanian Devil, among others 
Why? Asked why Porky's obscure girl- 
friend was included, Decker says he isn't 
sure but that "they do tests with these 
things. Again, it's the various shapes." 
Michael Peikof, vice president of publicity, 
Warner Bros. Consumer Products: "Miles 
has made the determination. We bow to 
their experience in the vitamin business." 
But why Petunia? "She's a great counterpart 
to Porky." Not just because she's a girl? 
"That's speculation. She's a great counterpart 
to Porky." 
Who made the decision? Miles marketers, 
after focus groups were conducted before 
the 1971 launch. 
Number of letters received annually about 
missing character(s): One or two. 
Vitamins: GARFIELD 
Manufacturer: Menley & James Laboratories 
Characters: Garfield, Odie, Pooky 
Missing: Jon the Human 
Why? Tina Ellis, Garfield licensing director 
at United Media: "Jon is sort of an ancillary 
character who hasn't broken into the prod- 
uct line. To be perfectly honest, I can't see 
some kid who takes vitamins saying, 'Give 
me a Jon today' It's not quite as exciting to 
eat ajon as to eat a Pooky." Menley & James 
spokesperson: "We have no comment." 
Who made the decision? Ellis says Garfield 
creator Jim Davis and representatives from 
United Media and M&J held a number of 
meetings to design the product. "We de- 
cided Jon wasn't the strongest character 
we could use." 
Number of letters received annually about 
missing characters): "We don't expect any." 
—Chip Rowe 
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January 27th thro! 
Tonight: 
Cravin' Melon 
TD's 
God's Comics 
Tiger Town Tavern 
Pendulum 
Backstreets 
David Ezell 
Esso Club 
Sunbrain, the Push, Toecutter & 
the Drovers Old Time Medicine Show 
The Gathering 
Friday, January 28th: 
Simon Sez Reasonably Blue 
TD's Backstreets 
State of Disorder Chilly Waters 
The Gathering Esso Club 
Dan Plowden & Jay Gore 
McP's 
Centerline Night Must Fall 
Charlie T's Pendleton Playhouse 
Saturday, January 29th: 
Dan Plowden & Jay Gore 
McP's 
Spoonful 
The Gathering 
Night Must Fall 
Pendleton Play-house 
Sunday, January 30th 
Superbowl Party 
The Gathering 
I 
THIS WEEKEND! 
7T?777T7TFT 
A full-throttle blast of action and fireworks, a savagely 
Slater and Arquette make a wildly comic and sexy paii 
Christian slater  patricia 
Arquette and Slater are dynamite." 
- Susan Wlouoyna. USA TODAY 
FUNNY AND VIBRANT.  jineiMasim THE NEW YORK TIMES 
"VIVID AND SEDUCTIVE ichard Corliss. TIME MAGAZINE 
THRILLS AND COMEDY 
shaken up into one provocative cocktail." 
- Tom Gliallo. PEOPLE MAGAZINE 
111 
dennis hopper val kilmer gary oldman brad pitt ch 
 liillltati till IllSilliniilli nil ■111 mill! BMilillini nllllwlll ■iiiwllllta nmllHiHJ!Inillll! i 
Midnite Movie F.ri & Sat      \k 
06sU&tt<ui State* & 
HEATHERS 
ADMISSION: $ 2.00 
Shi 
& 
A 
Oil 
mmm 
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January 27th through-February 3rd, 1993 
Tonight: 
Cravin' Melon 
TD's 
God's Comics 
Tiger Town Tavern 
Pendulum 
Backstreets 
David Ezell 
Esso Club 
Sunbrain, the Push, Toecutter & 
the Drovers Old Time Medicine Show 
The Gathering 
Friday, January 28th: 
Simon Sez Reasonably Blue 
TD's Backstreets 
State of Disorder Chilly Waters 
The Gathering Esso Club 
Dan Plowden & Jay Gore 
McP's 
Centerline Night Must Fall 
Charlie T's Pendleton Playhouse 
Saturday, January 29th: 
Dan Plowden & Jay Gore 
McP's 
Spoonful 
The Gathering 
Night Must Fall 
Pendleton Playhouse 
Sunday, January 30th 
Superbowl Party 
The Gathering 
God's Comics appears tonight at TigerTown 
Tavern. The band is from Columbia. 
Tuesday, February 1: 
*»   Eyita 
Peace Center 
Wednesday, February 2: 
#■   Evita 
Peace Center 
•    •» 
Next week: Kennedy Center Festival, Clator Butler and a selection 
of other area entertainment. 
THIS WEEKEND AT THE Y THEATER 
DYNAMITE: 
A full-throttle blast of action and fireworks, a savagely funny thrill ride. 
Slater and Arquette make a wildly comic and sexy pair." P,I.,I  niKnoa 
Christian slater  patricia arquette. 
'•••• 
Arquette and Slater are dynamite," 
- Sunn WlouczyiM. USA TODAY 
IUNNI Afl D VIBRANT. - unet M«iin. THE NEW YOHK TIME: 
VIVID AND SEDUCTIVE.  - Richard Corli*,. TIMEMAGAZINE 
THRILLS AND COMEDY 
shaken up into one provocative cocktail." 
Tom Gli.llo PEOPL£ MAGAZINE • 
dennis hopper valkilmer gary oldman brad pitt chri^opher v#dken 
jyii;:Hl-:i:^i:^:a[':;.;:ii::^J\i SPI^SJ fi^i'UIIl7: ISl^iyiE r^[M:if- PM.w:::iEffl si^r ■111 nnlll iMHlilM] wHIIIiOin mnUil 
nimlilllliiiMnltniliHiiiininHiSilliHIIVlll 
I'.      KEHiaB.       mm ..   # 
Playing 
Thursday, Friday & 
Saturday 
SHOWS AT 
7:00 & 9:15 PM 
ADMISSION: 
Only $ 2.00 
Midnite Movie Fri & Sat 
HEATHERS 
ADMISSION: $ 2.00 
Sunday Dollar Movie 
Shows at 7:00 
& 9?15    ~ 
Admission: 
Only $ 1.00 
UP 
Vbkme 
BEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT IN CLEMSON ! 
Thurs: Benefit Concert 
(come support the local music scene) 
Fri: State of Disorder 
Sat: Spoonful 
(come wake the Dead!) 
Sun: SUPERBOWL PARTY 
(come watch the game on the biggest TV in town!) 
Friday Happy Hour (4-8): $ 5.00 liquor pitcher; $ 3.00 draft pitchers 
Members always save $ 2.00 on cover charges! 
Memberships on sale now '—— 24 hour waiting period is required, so plan ahead! 
Save $ 1.00 with this ad! 
T 
iH* Wh^t 
To Get The Current Rate, 
You Have To Push Hie Right Buttons. 
i^&l^mpi'iii     C*5S;;=«/»B was; 
fi#  «»-  -I'M      '■■-.*?   VK  ''#& r*S* 
Si feiW     £     m 5. •■- ;'■§ }M 
its  SS     ;:::H:. ife-i 
* 1-800-487-2663 
^^£J^AVINGS HI 
^ASZUdBONDS 
A public service of this newspaper 
A   DISPATCH   PROM 
Cause Celebs 
And Then I Go and Spoil It All by Saying Something Stupid Like: 
HARRY HAMUN: One of the issues that I am 
currently involved with is the Greenpeace 
issue, to save the world. 
WOODY HARRELS0N, whose hit-man father has 
been spuriously connected to the Kennedy assas- 
sination (accompanied by guitar): And we're 
drinking bottled water/ We'll soon be 
drinking bottled air/ And the Amazon is 
burning, we send money 'cause we care/ 
And we march toward self-destruction/ 
Like lemmings toward the sea/ And the 
war machine is growing to preserve 
democracy. 
STING, father of five: We have too many peo- 
ple; we have to use birth control. 
RAQ.UEL WELCH on Larry King Live, talking 
about going to a prochoice rally: I was asked 
to come to Chicago because Chicago is 
one of our 52 states, and the mandate 
we've now been given on the prochoice 
issue is that we have to pick up the 
pieces....In 52 states across the nation, we 
have to bail water out of the boat. 
LOUIS G0SSETT JR.: Half of the middle class 
is unemployed and homeless. It's touch- 
ing more people than we think, and if we 
don't stop, everybody's gonna be home- 
less or something-less. 
ALEC BALDWlN:on NEA funding: You cannot 
preemptively censor, because that, by its 
very nature, violates the meaning of art. 
Art is something that just has to come 
unrestricted, untainted out of the soul 
and out of the heart and out of the mind 
of the person who's creating, and I think 
when you get into any kind of restrictive 
language, you kill art. These people in 
the right wing seem to be so anti-abor- 
tion and yet they're so willing to abort 
art, in that sense, at the same time. 
TOM CRUISE before receiving his Mercedes gift: 
The thing is, not many people are going 
to be able to drive race cars....[Look at] 
the things you can do to make a differ- 
ence as opposed to saying, "Look at Tom 
Cruise." 
RICHARD DREYFUSS, who admitted having a co- 
caine problem during the early eighties: I feel 
{the war on drugs] is an insincere, unfo- 
cused, misdirected waste of time. Give 
people training and employment. Give 
people something to live for. Drugs be- 
come central to people who have nothing. 
WOODY HARRELSON (encore): Hey you, in love 
with your nation/ Hey you, patriotic gener- 
ation/ Hey you, clinging to your Red, 
White and Blue/ Hey you, we've got a lot 
of thinking to do. —Carol Vinzant 
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Red Red Groovy's 25 is "twisted ambience" 
w contains snntfs that horrnw from      "Snsnirinn" i« not noat-lv at PI 
Red R«Jd Groovy: (l,r): Lori Larson, Mike Hill and Brett 
Edgar: Band has "Far reaching appeal." 
Red Red Groovy 
25 
•••*• 
by Robert Brosnan 
staff critic 
On Oct. 25 Red .'Red Groovy 
released their first • album, 25. 
Their press release states that 
disc is "guitar driven, twisted am- 
biance and swirling keyboards" 
giving it "far reaching appeal," 
and for once, this release speaks 
the truth. Perhaps the most in- 
triguing aspect of Red Red 
Groovy's new disc is the variety of 
musical styles offered in the sev- 
enteen tracks. While the band is 
p.imarily known for their forays 
into the World Beat genre, 25 
t i s so gs t t b rro  fr     " uspicio " is t e rly s en- 
IN THE ARMY, 
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND. 
THEY'RE IN COMMAND. 
Any nurse who just wants a job can 
find one. But if you're a nurs- 
ing student who wants to be in 
command of your own career, consider 
the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as 
a competent professional, given your own 
patients and responsibilities commensurate 
with your level of experience. As 
Army officer, you'll command the 
respect you deserve. And with the added 
benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000 
signing bonus, housing allowances and 4 
weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com- 
mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Ambient/Trance and even 
Dreampop. 
The first half of the disc is 
primarily World Beat. The high- 
light of this section is the song 
"View (The.Universe)" in1 which 
the rJand sounds remarkably like 
the B-52's. Other notable songs 
include "Come to Me,- Ecstacy," 
"Another Kind of Find" and "A 
Flower." Th,e songs on this half of 
the disc are-as you would expect 
from a World Beat sound-guitar 
and dance beat driven. Red Red 
Groovy begins to sound too much 
like a stock World Beat band 
through some of the tracks, how- 
ever and were even boring 
through some. Also, the lyrics are 
too cliched and take away from 
Red Red Groovy's appeal. 
Whereas the band was un- 
imaginative through the first h.alf, 
the s*ound became surprising and 
eventful through the second. This 
change comes in two'very differ- 
ent songs entitled "Suspicion" 
and "The Fabric of Space." 
"Suspicion" began as did other 
songs on the first half but imme- 
diately mutated into a style very 
much akin to the band My Bloody 
Valentine. While vocalist Lori 
Larson's voice was too plajn and 
popish to resemble typically an- 
gelic Dreampop singers, the rest 
of Red Red Groovy backed her 
with hard, heavy distortion and a 
driving melody. The melody of 
veloping as My Bloody Valentine's 
typical sound nor as sweet as 
Lush, but offers somewhat of a 
compromise between the two 
bands. 
My only criticism is that 
Larson's voice is too plain; this 
made "Suspicion," sound more 
like DreamPOP than Dreampop. 
The next seven songs on 25 
are as exciting and imaginative as 
"Suspicion" because the band 
again radically mutates its sound. 
They completely abandons their 
guitar and vocal based roots to 
exploit the synthesizer based 
Ambient/Trance genre. 
This genre, founded by bands 
such as The Orb Orbital and 
Fuse, combines hypnotic dance 
based rhythms to ambient house 
music. Red Red Groovy becomes 
a truly exciting band through this 
half of the disc (enough to really 
downplay the first half). Although 
all seven songs stand out, the 
best of these are "The Fabric of 
Space," "The Two Eternities" and 
"Is this Heaven?" 
Overall Red Red Groovy's new 
release 25 is an exciting and in- 
ventive disc. Although the band 
is a bit boring through their World 
Beat ventures, they become very 
exciting when they explore 
Dreampop and especially Ambi- 
ent/Trance. Red Red Groovy is 
an above average band with much 
potential. 
Correction: Last week's review of 
Philadelphia was written by long-time staff 
movie critic Chris Moore. His byline was left 
out due to an editing error. Look for his 
review of Shadowlands on the next page. 
William Henry Shideler Dwight Ireneus Douglass Clinton DeWitt Boyd Taylor Albert Borradaile 
On March 17, 1906 these four men founded an organization 
based on:  Christian ideals; the Democratic nature of orga- 
nization; and the belief in an individual's innate worth as a 
qualification for membership. 
It is time for history to repeat itself. 
Phi Kappa Tau will be recruiting on campus starting Monday, January 31st.  If you are up for a challenge, Phi Tau is 
looking for Founding Fathers for our newest chapter at Clemson University. 
Call Rob Reese, Director of Expansion, at 858-3103, or stop by the Office of Student Development. 
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Hopkins a hit in Shadowlands 
Shadowlands 
Starring Anthony Hopkins & 
Debra Winger 
••••• 
b)i Chris Moore 
movie critic 
Whether he's playing a psy- 
chotic psychiatrist in The Silence 
of the Lambs or the love-reluc- 
tant butler in The Remains of the 
Day, Anthony Hopkins has time 
and time again proven himself to 
be one of the few working actors 
today who can say more with a 
glance than can be conveyed in a 
Milkmen 
Continued from  1 
their names and positions 
are as follows: Dean Clean 
(percussion), 11070 (bass), Arr. 
Trad, (vocals, keyboards) and 
Butterfly Fairweather (vocals 
and guitar)." 
The newsletters still come 
out, hut it's become "truthful 
and boring," says Butterfly. 
He says that the mailing list is 
too long to really do anything. 
Maybe they should let their 
music speak for itself. 
Butterfly says about their 
music, "I want the music not 
to be enjoyed as serious mu- 
sic, but as a satire. As serious 
as it needs to be. It is making 
fun of alternative music. It is 
an alternative to alternative 
music." 
Indeed the music is not 
mainstream. On the album Not 
Richard, the songs are so off 
the wall, that there might have 
to be a miracle for it to be 
played on mainstream radio. 
"I think it would be very 
funny if the music ever went 
mainstream," says 
Fairweather. With song titles 
such as "Let's Get the Baby 
High," (which presents an ar- 
gument between an idiotic 
woman who gets a kick from 
forcing her infant to huff gas 
fumes and her friend who re- 
fuses to let the woman get the 
baby high in his house) " I 
Dream of Jesus" (about a teen- 
ager whose mother finds Jesus 
trapped in a bottle of 
Manischewitz and subse- 
quently becomes a pop-media 
sensation). 
Several of the other songs 
from Not Richard are about 
psychosis, ("Not Crazy" , 
"Leggo My Ego" ( a Freudian 
play on words), "Jason's Head", 
"Woman Who is also a 
Mongoose"(which kind of 
speaks for itself) and "Nobody 
Falls Like.") 
For example, take a few 
lyrics from "Not crazy." 
"I'm not crazy," it argues, 
"I'm merely contemplating the 
thought of going insane." 
With songs like these it is 
obvious why The Milkmen are 
not mainstream. 
These songs are represen- 
tative of a career that spans 11 
years, seven albums, six vid- 
eos and several EP's. 
This band is the epitome of 
insane, comedic, melodical mu- 
sic. 
There are no rules when it 
comes to The Dead Milkmen. 
whole page of dialogue. In his 
new' movieShadowlands, the ac- 
tor puts his internal acting method 
to good use by portraying the 
famed writer C.S. Lewis. As the 
Oxford professor who penned the 
magical children's book, The 
Lion, The Witch and The Ward- 
robe, Hopkins brings to life a man 
whose normal everyday routine 
is shattered by his chance meet- 
ing with American writer, Joy 
Gresham(Debra Winger). 
Gresham proves to be the catalyst 
that allows Lewis to overcome his 
childhood fears and see that his 
tightly-structured academic envi- 
ronment is actually preventing 
him from experiencing life to its 
fullest. 
Shadowlands' director Rich- 
ard Attenborough last worked 
with Hopkins on the 1978 psy- 
chological thriller, Magic, about 
a ventriliquist whose split person- 
ality manifests itself through his 
dummy. 
In this newest collaboration, 
Attenborough is given the chance 
to see the more subdued side of 
Hopkins' acting ability (although 
to Hopkins being subdued can 
turn out to be the most emo- 
tional and revealing moment in a 
picture.) This is not to say that 
Debra Winger's powerful perfor- 
mance as the writer's love inter- 
est is shadowed by the celebrated 
British stage actor. In fact, with- 
out Winger's quirky but dramatic 
portrayal of the American writer, 
Hopkins' role would have been 
without the proper motivation to 
seem credible to the movie's in- 
tended audience. Playing Joy 
Gresham's son, Joseph 
Mazello(last seen in the mega-hit 
Jurassic Park) also does a won- 
derful job of adding to the dra- 
matic impact of the picture and 
its different characters. 
In a scene towards the end of 
the movie, both he and Hopkins 
create an emotional bond that is 
one of the most endearing and 
moving parts of the picture. 
In the end, Shadowlands is a 
triumphant achievement by 
Attenborough that teaches us not 
to shelter ourselves from the pain 
and joy that makes us truly hu- 
man. With picturesque photogra- 
phy by Roger Pratt, the film delves 
into the beauty of the English 
landscape and architecture. 
The underlying Christian love 
story makes the movie good en- 
tertainment for couples and fami- 
lies alike. Approaching such is- 
sues as love and death, 
Shadowlands hearkens us to go 
with our hearts and speak what's 
really on our minds. 
We don't miss the opportuni- 
ties that are laid before us before 
they're gone forever. 
Do you like to write? 
Then come to the Tiger drop-in Sunday, February 6, at 7:30p.m. in our 
lounge, room 903 University Union. Pizza & Soft Drinks will be provided. 
If you have any questions, call us at 656-2150. If you're eager to get 
involved on campus, we're ready to give you the opportunity you deserve. 
RESERVE  OFFICERS'  TRAINING  CORPS 
A college education takes $$$ 
Don't send out an SOS. U 2 can get the 
$$$ you need with a merit-based 
Army ROTC Scholarship. 1,000's 
of scholarships are awarded 
every year to students majoring in engi- 
neering, science, business, nursing and 
a number of other majors. B 1 of 
them. Army ROTC scholarships 
are A+. They're as good as Au. 
ARMYROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN 1ME. 
For more information call CPT Schwartz (656-3107) or 
stop by Army ROTC, Johnstone Hall 
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The Economics of the Citibank 
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts 
and Price Protection create upward growth. A variety of factors have been suggested as 
contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the ages of 
18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students doubling 
earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa® card. It's this last one, 
however, that affects most students. H The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate savings to 
student cardmembers. You can now receive the Citibank Classic card with No Annual Fee. You can 
capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights,' a 
low variable interest rate of 15.4%' as well as savings on mail 
order purchases, sports equipment, music and magazines. 
One might even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or 
two (the musical kind, of course). 10n the way to the record 
NO known picmre of mshingion smiimn exists. Economists beiiew      store or anv store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services 
Washington was unhappy became he fell he could have received a belter ' 
deal on war supplies. If he used a Citibank Classic Visa cardhe would /V.-L.        i     /^l 
^^T^StXC^t^^^lS concerned with purchases made on the Citibank Classic 
card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item advertised in print 
for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150? Buyers Security- can cover 
these investments against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily causes for Great Depressions) for 
90 days from the date of purchase? And Citibank Lifetime Warranty- can extend the warranty for the 
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years? 1 But perhaps the features which offer the best 
protection are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc.-all featured on The Photocard, the credit 
card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. 
(Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is stolen, or perhaps 
lost, The Lost Wallet"" Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. H So never panic. As we 
all know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837,1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a market. 
But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about your account is only an 
800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something else 
again.) H Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only be a boost. 
You're investing in futures-that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the Citibank Classic 
Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in today's-how 
shall we say?-fickle market. H To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And call 
if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the 
number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. 
(1-800-248-4226). H The Law of Student 
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card 
satisfies more of a student's unlimited wants 
and needs, while reducing the Risk Factor 
in respect to limited and often scarce 
resources—with the greatest supply of services 
and savings possible—then students will demand 
said credit card." So, demand away—call. 
TBAN<® 
mas*?*'!** 
vm 
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only 
:The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 12/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is; 19.8 /oU 
a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to I /o ot the 
amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain conditions and excusions apply. 
Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. 
"Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product 
and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. 
Monarch Notes® are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by Perm'sS'on 
of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A., ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC. 
Monarch Notes® Version: 
The Citibank Classic Visa card will 
be there for you with no annual fee, 
a low rate and special student discounts 
...so your own economy will be more 
like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800- 
CITIBANK, ext. 19 (1-800-248-4226). 
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DRINK 
■mm *<m\L7$)H. 
Purple Haze 
1/2 oz. Chambord 
11/2 oz. lemon-flavored vodka 
1 oz. lemon-lime soda 
Pour Chambord into a snifter. Pour vodka into 
mixing glass half-filled with ice. Stir. Strain vodka 
on top of Chambord. Top with lemon-lime soda. 
Drink with a straw from the bottom to the top. 
Today's Thought: 
"I do not know 
whether I was 
then a man 
dreaming I was 
a butterfly, or 
whether I am 
now a butterfly 
dreaming I am 
a man." 
-Chuang Tse 
4th Century 
B.C 
SgMSe0F-fMlO|2." 
Coming Next Week: 
Kevn Kinney 
Meat Puppets 
Kristin Hersh 
Cowboy Junkies 
Kennedy Center Festival 
8c 
Much, much more!!! 
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Mountain Adventure: Wolf Laurel 
b} ]ody Horton 
staff writer >'■. 
This weekend I agreed, with 
some reluctance to join a group 
of friends at my roommate's moun- 
tain house in Wolf Laurel, N.C. to- 
go skiing. . 
"I don't know,"Tsaid. "I've got 
a lot of work to do. I can't leave 
until later. I'll have to drive up by 
myself. My dog ate me. I'll prob- 
ably get lost." 
"Don't be such a girl," they 
said. ", 
"Okay," I grunted, chugged a 
beer and rippedputamanly belch. 
•"I'll meetcha* there at high noon." 
Can.to forehead-crushed. Pain. 
After reaching the mountains 
jusfnorthof Asheville, I was glad 
fo'r this sudden testosterone surge. 
' "Yo, Adrienne!" I shouted at the 
blanket of snow that covered the 
mountains and the ground around 
me. It had been a long time since 
I'd seen so much snow. I was 
excited. Well, okay,4'm sorry. 
Wolf Laurel, like other N.C. 
resorts, benefited from last weeks 
unusual streak of cold weather. 
It's been years since tempera- 
tures* have been so low for so 
long. Tremendous amounts of 
man made snow were produced 
in addition to to the several inches 
of real stuff that has fallen in the 
last month. I use the word "stuff" 
here because it's so darned de- 
scriptive. But the point here is 
• * I IS"    Urr   UOCU     ^ U »      =?-'—   or   v v c n. - 
§T06 MANY CDs! 
V FULL   SELECTION  OP   NEW CD's S, OVER      „ 
ACROSS FROM CL&MSON  POST OFFICE 
BOOKS 
20% Off Almost 
All Hardcovers 
MAGAZINES 
Over 1000 Titles - From 
Absolute Sound to Zymurgy 
YOU CAN GET IT ALL AT 
Sloan Street - Downtown Clemson 654-2210 
9:00 AM - 9:00 PM 
Eight Days A Week 
OPEN 
Marvel, DC, Image, 
Darkhorse, Valiant, Etc. 
COMICS 
DUNKIN' 
OONUTS 
Kl©w £\wi8[leafed© 
FERN0W ■PSTREET 
(yes, this article does have a point) 
that conditions now are about as 
good as they get There was one 
section at Wolf Laurel that was 
open for the first tim'e in six years! 
With resorts only a few hours 
away, the slopes afe art easy week- 
end trip, or afternoon trip for that 
matter. Tickets at all resorts range 
from $20 to $30 for half to full 
days "on the weekend and drop 
about five bucks from Monday 
through Thursday. Occasionally 
you can befuddle the ticket per- 
son, as my friend Chris and I did 
and pull off a two for one deal, but 
I wouldn't count on it. Rental 
skis and snow boards run you 
about $15. 
Most slopes offer night skiing, 
usually to 10 p.m. I'm pretty sure 
that Hawks Nest still has some 10 
p.m. to 4 a.m. period that they call 
"Night Hawk," but I think they 
require ticket buyers to be drunk, 
or else fairly stupid. 
As for Wolf Laurel,1 was pretty 
impressed.JBefore then I had been 
under the false impression that 
the slopes doubled as a golf course 
in the summer time. What I found 
was the greatest vertical drop in 
all of North Carolina and a Ski 
Patrol that didn't bitch at you for 
jumping or traversing the moun- 
tain at break-neck, out-of-control, 
potential-death-for-others-and- 
yourself speeds. 
a 
My roommate and I went for^ 
the snow boards, both of us hav- 
ing minimal experience and tal- 
ent. We soon learned, however, 
that it wasn't skill that we lacked, 
but Mambo socks, grungy goat- 
ees, and a flannel tied around our 
waist. We sang Pearl Jam songs 
to compensate (when our mouths 
weren't full of snow) and kept our 
image intact by scrapping the 
larger clumps of snow off our 
backs. If you've never tried snow 
boarding, it's a lot of fun and 
fairly easy to pick up in an after- 
noon, if you remember to cut on 
the front edge. Otherwise you're 
in for a lot of pain. 
If you plan to head up take 
vehicle with four wheel drive, or 
at least a front wheel drive. Chains 
aren't necessary unless it gets 
really icy again. Call in advance to 
check on slope conditions. Re- 
sort staff can also suggest lodg- 
ing and nearby hotels. Wolf Lau-i 
rel is located near Mars Hill, north 
of Asheville on U.S. 23 (704) 689- 
4111. Most resorts are located in 
the Liville, Banner Elk, Boone- 
area. You'll find them on the map; 
if you follow U.S. 221 west from] 
Hwy 40 just below Asheville. Sec- 
tions of the Blue Ridge Parkway, 
are closed in winter, so don't try 
it. Appalachian Ski Mtn.-(704)295- 
7828. Beech Mtn.-(704)387-2011. 
Sugar Mtn.-(704) 963-5365. 
Hendrix Set falls short 
Paul Rodgers: Pretender to Jimi's coveted throne. 
Paul Rodgers 
and Company 
The Hendrix Set 
** 
fry Richard Challen 
staff writer 
If imitation is the sincerest 
form of flattery, then Jimi Hendrix 
ought to feel at least a little flat- 
tered to be spinning in his grave 
after the release of The Hendrix. 
Set, a lackluster five-song EP cred- 
ited to "Paul Rodgers and Com- 
pany." Talk about bad company: 
with ex-Journeyman Neal Schon 
on guitar and two nobodies in the 
rhythm section,  classics like 
"Purple Haze" and "Foxy Lady" 
come across as stiff, plodding, 
and, even worse, lifeless. But 
mediocre players can be forgiven 
for performing great material in 
bar-band fashion; Paul Rodgers,. 
at one time the premiere rock I 
singer of his era, cannot. Check I 
out The Hendrix Set only if youjj 
want to hear the difference be- 
tween a true legend and a mere § 
pretender to the throne. 
Attention!!! 
Has moved its writer's meeting to 7 pm Sunday, before 
the Tiger's general staff meeting. Current writers & 
persons interested in joining the staff should attend. 
Story deadline is still Monday at 5 p.m. For more 
information, call Sean or Josh at 656-0986. 
mmamsmmm 
